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Objective
McMansions are a symptom of a larger
plague in the United States. They represent
the affluents’ rejection of limits which has
negative implications for the environment,
individual health, and social relations.

Social Divide

The Real Cost
Construction Waste In 2014
the US produced 534 million
tons of construction waste.
Greenfield Suburbanization
led to expansion onto greenfields for housing, commercial,
and infrastructure.
Habitat Loss A reckless and
rapid consumption of land and
resources led to a disruption
of native plant and animal life.

Cultural Suburbainization causes demographic differences across economic
and racial divides.

http://www.historyhappenshere.org/node/7871

Physical Differences
in urban and suburban population.
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LEED & USGBC These programs advocate for
sustainable building designs, and promote green
innovation in architecture, planning, and design.
Smart Growth Community development programs aimed at creating sustainable living practices with an emphasis on environmental preservation are
Red list Helps consumers and builders understand impacts on the environment and food
chain regarding chemicals used in the building
process.

534 million tons of Construction Waste

Over-Consumption Americans account for 5% of
the World’s population yet, produce 30% of the
world’s waste and consume 30% of the world’s
resources.

Human Impact

Psychological McMansions embody wastefulness, from the amount of material needed to expansive land use.
Hazards of materials There are chemicals in
most of construction materials that contain
carcinogens or are generally hazardous to the
health of occupants and/or the environment.
Lifestyle Suburbanization encourages sedentary lifestyles
which can be
linked to health
issues.
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10,680,000 Boeing 737

http://www.multifamilyexecutive.com/state/ohio

Solutions

https://thesocietypages.org/socimages/2014/04/03/chicagos-disappearing-middle-class/

Economic Suburbanization leads to growth in
economic disparity.
Pruitt Igoe This housing project
embodies the economic, racial,
and cultural separations made
possible by suburbanization.

https://www.lifespanfitness.com/workplace/resources/articles/sitting-all-day-is-taking-a-toll-on-your-body

Energy Buildings in the United
States consume
74.9% of the total electricity, and
47.6% of the total
energy.
Greenhouse Gases Buildings produce 44.6% of CO2
emissions. Refrigerants (CFCs) are
another culprit.

http://architecture2030.org/buildings_problem_why/
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History & Timeline
Due to the changes made in Post-War America in mass production, larger and more extravagant homes became more readily accessible to the average American leading to
a growth in suburbanization and the creation of the modern day McMansion.

Baby Boomer Generation Begins

End of WWII

Federal Highway
Act Passed

Levittown Created

Suburban population grows by 50%

Pruitt Igoe Constructed

Suburban population rises to
75.9%

Civil Rights Act
Passed

“The Death and
Life of Great
American Cities”
by Jane Jacobs

Demolition of
Pruitt Igoe

Creation of Smart
Growth

Creation of LEED

Suburban popluation at 83.4%

